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Message from Acting Director, Helena Arouca
Hello everyone
It's almost Christmas; this year went by so fast! I hope you had a great summer and are well prepared to face the colder
winter weather again. 2017 was the year we were supposed to have the Sangetsu Conference, but instead we will have
only a study session and the exam. It takes a lot to put on both the exams and the conference at the same time and last
time it was overwhelming for the volunteers at Tucson Center.
Terry and I were talking about having the Instructors' and Professor's exams around October of 2017. At that time, hopefully
Terry will be able to help me put it all together.
What I need from all instructors and assistant professors is for you to inform us about all candidates that will be taking the
exam.
I have been very busy teaching, making ceramic vases, having workshops at City Clay, where my studio is located, and
now I started teaching in Boston as well. My upcoming event demonstration and workshop will be at Ikebana International
Richmond, Virginia on March 2nd 2017. I also teach at home once a month.

All of us at Boston Johrei Center (minus two)

Love to you all
Helena Arouca
copodleite@aol.com

Arrangement by Liv

Pictures and update from the Seattle area

Mamiko Matsushita

I have a class once or twice a month at my home in northwest Washington State. Two or three students attend. Here are
some pictures of our arrangements. The fall arrangement was from October 28th. The upper one from my July class, the
lower from November, and the hanging arrangement from a May class.

Displaying at the Library

Alis Hiraoka

I have been displaying a Sangetsu Ikebana at the Tualatin Public Library in Oregon, weekly, from March to October. I am
working on trying to get another set of ikebana displayed there, in the near future.

Important notice from our Treasurer Karey Karam
To all instructors and members of Sangetsu North America: This is a reminder to send in your membership dues of $30.00
in for the New Year. Please send you check or money order (USD) to Sangetsu North America c/o Karey Karam
7201 East Paseo San Andres, Tucson Arizona 85710-1325. Thanks for your support!

Greetings from Terry Quinn
Hello everyone. Thank you for your continued support for my husband Mark, and myself following Mark’s
stroke. His progress continues slowly. He uses a cane for walking, and is fairly independent around our home.
His left side, especially his left arm and hand, are paralyzed. Despite that, he uses a synthesizer and plays
music on a keyboard with his right hand. It has become his great joy and music is his path of healing. He’s
playing at my side right now.
I too, have the joy of arranging flowers, which I do at our Johrei Center every Saturday. Two of my students
come to help and we have a lovely time. Lately, Rev. and Mrs. Ajiki have been critiquing the arrangements.
Rev. Ajiki will turn 90 years old (or young) on November 18 th and I have included the altar arrangement that
he made last Saturday.
The past few days have revealed a
great change in our political system
and it has come at a great price. I feel
the words we speak and the actions
we take, influence the spirit of our
world, even more. That we can bring
great and brilliant beauty forward is
the most important mission of
Sangetsu. It seems more profound
today than it seemed to me
yesterday.
I miss Rev. Watanabe’s teachings
about art and beauty which is why
I’d like to remind you of them with
this excerpt. Please keep arranging,
teaching and bringing your kindness
to our world through your flowers.
With love…….Terry Quinn

Mokichi Okada

The Way of Ikebana Sangetsu (written by Rev. Watanabe)
Needless to say, Ikebana Sangetsu, which has its origin in the Kado Sangetsu School, established by Sandai-sama with
Meishu-sama as the founding master, is part of the art activities we are promoting. Its purpose is to bring happiness to
people and to cultivate and elevate individual character. Currently, Ikebana Sangetsu has about 20,000 members worldwide.
The “way” or “path” generally means a principle of Nature or the proper way of living as a person. In my interpretation of
“way”, it is to cherish the beautiful life given to us by God and endeavor to polish it to the fullest. I believe this is the way to
be “newly born, as a child of God” as Kyoshu-sama’s guidance teaches us. This is the final objective in order to deepen our
faith.
Sandai-sama said, “When you seek the innermost part of Meishu-sama’s heart (kokoro) in his arrangements, I believe deep
faith is at its base”. Why do Meishu-sama’s arrangements touch peoples’ hearts? The materials are very ordinary, nothing
particularly unusual. His arranging style seems almost nonchalant, unassuming and simple. However, everyone who sees
his arrangements say, “beautiful, wonderful”. The reason is that his innermost human nature exudes through the
arrangements. Together with inborn superior spiritual qualities, all the hardships along the way in his life cultivated his
character as a person. His wisdom, his love, knowledge and delicate sensibility far surpassed others. These characteristics
are all reflected in his flowers. Even if others attempt to copy his style and technique, they can never reach that level. We
must first cultivate our own individual selves, add depth to our being and tread in the path of Meishu-sama in our attempt to
attain that level. That level being “Korinka”. (December 23, 1975)
In this way, Sandai-sama explained in terms defining Korinka as an ideal form of Meishu-sama’s flowers, based on
enrichment of one’s life. She gave us direction and the positioning of Korinka.
That is to say, make beautifully arranged flowers in various places for the family and others to enjoy. At the same time,
cultivate your character through the arrangements you make. This is the Way of Ikebana Sangetsu.
Become a Beautiful Person, Just Like the Flowers
In other words, the person arranging the flowers becomes as beautiful as the flowers themselves, soothing and giving
enjoyment to others. It is the same as I have asked the instructors to become “walking Ikebanas”.
There is a saying in Japanese: “When sitting and standing she is like a peony, when walking, she is like a lily”; meaning she
is beautiful in every way!
Those who are conscientious and attempt to become such a person usually give warmth and grace, sometimes embodying
love like the roses, or possessing a refreshing charm as the morning glories or hydrangea. Or, other times, giving a regal
fragrance of plum blossoms or becoming like the sunflower, giving strength to others with cheerfulness. I believe that when
one attains such a level, then and only then are you truly able to arrange Korinka.

******************************************************

Vancouver Powell Street Festival

Mayumi Ichino

The Powell Street Festival, in Vancouver, is a Japanese Cultural Festival held on the first weekend in August.
A stage is set up in Oppenheimer Park where taiko drumming, Japanese dancing, Japanese martial arts and other activities
are showcased. In the park, there are also many kiosks selling Japanese hand crafts and food. This festival is a lot like a
summer festival in Japan, and it makes me homesick.
Inside of the Buddhist Temple, adjacent to the park, Sangetsu, along with Ikenobo, Kado Sumi and Sogetsu displayed
ikebana. People in a festival mood come in and go out of the temple. Ikebana just blends into this Japanese festival, with
bonsai also on display in the main hall.
(continued next page)

Four of us from Sangetsu set up displays and joined the festival. I did the Sangetsu demonstration for the audience of
around thirty. Everything was just a lot of fun. This, I believe, is what embodies the cornerstone of Sangetsu: “Arrange
flowers with joy; enjoy yourself while arranging flowers, and think about giving joy to others through your arrangement.”

I
Mayumi Ichino

Beth MacLaren

So Jung Choi

Fei Chu

I also teach at the Johrei Fellowship Centre in Richmond twice a month on Thursdays at 11:30, where four to seven students
attend.

Busy Autumn in Burnaby, BC

Joan Fairs

September started with the Early Mum show at VanDusen Garden. Four Sangetsu members displayed, using gorgeous
disbuds supplied by the mum growers. They were: Mayumi Ichino, So Jung Choi, Jack Duncan and myself.
Our traditional dahlia class, at Jack Duncan’s home, started our
fall classes. Jack is an avid dahlia grower, and for the past ten
years, he has generously opened his garden and home for the
first class of the season. Seven of us, including one of Mayumi’s
students, So Jung, took advantage of his generosity. A nice
added touch was the mild, rain-free evening!
As an aside, Jack won two first place ribbons as well as “best in
show” at the Dahlia Society’s Fall Show with ikebana style
arrangements incorporating the theme: volcano, and wind.
Congratulations, Jack!

I did flowers for a small wedding in September, as well as for a larger one in early October. It was fun working with the
couples’ themes, especially the second one which incorporated a fall theme with pumpkins, colored leaves, roses and
dahlias. I made the looser type of bouquets which are
now in vogue, and everyone seemed impressed with
the results. (Please check out my website: jffloral.ca)
Right after the wedding, my husband and I left for a
three week vacation in Portugal. We have friends who
live there half the time, who took us to many places in
the Algarve, as well as to Gibraltar, and Seville, and
then to Lisbon and area. We had a fantastic time! We
toured two beautiful gardens at palaces, as well.
Back home again in early November, two of my
students and I displayed at Mandeville Garden Centre,
for the Late Mum Show. Again, we used the mum
growers’ beautiful blooms. Kimberly (Fairs) Cooke (red
mums), Marion Rom (yellow) and I (pink) displayed.
Kimberly

Starting up classes again, I had three of my nine
Continuing students make arrangements first, in a
basic upright style, then using the same material, we
made freestyle arrangements. I also started teaching
two new sets of Beginners’ classes, one in the
afternoon where eleven mothers of young children
decided to treat themselves to time for themselves by
taking the flower classes. They were very happy with
their arrangements of bamboo, carnations and
hypericum berries. My evening class for beginners only attracted two new students, but they benefitted by more
personalized attention.
airs)S

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

The Sangetsu class at San Francisco Johrei Center

Jill Owen

A Sangetsu Class has continued to meet two Saturdays a month at the San Francisco Johrei Center. Jill Owen is the
instructor, but Suki Davis still provides inspiration and support, and Lorna McMurray has also offered expert advice. Three
teachers—Jill, Suki, and Lorna (when she is in the area), have been making Altar arrangements at the Center regularly.
We have had students at various levels; some are beginners, and some have had classes in Sangetsu or other Ikebana
schools, previously. Many of the students have considerable art experience; all of them have brought a positive attitude to
the class and are a joy to work with. Several students have also had their arrangements on display at the Center.
In July, we had a lively 30-minute workshop led by Jill, Lorna, and Howard Doi, in which thirteen participants enjoyed making
small arrangements for display in the Altar Room. Below is one of our students, Barbara Endersbe, who attends with her
daughter.

Large arrangement by Suki Davis

Los Angeles Activities

Valeria Brinkers

This past summer, Sangetsu North America Los Angeles, had its first Open House. We had a great experience with fifty
participants. Everyone was very excited to learn about Mokichi Okada’s style. Leonard Brinkers explained about Sangetsu
traditions while Valeria demonstrated the arrangement.
We also provided two workshops; the first one to the Ikebana International, Chapter No.4. Thirty members participated,
including instructors and students from Ikenobo, Ohara and Sogetsu Schools. The second workshop at the Redondo Beach
Cancer Community Support Group Center, attracted twenty five participants .

Updates from Natalie

Natalie Montecalvo

Being exposed to all that creative energy from the Festival of Pacific Arts this past summer definitely influenced my “jumping
out of the box” and doing something unique. I do not usually work with non-organic materials. However, Helena has been
working with materials like that for a while and it was something she presented at a Sangetsu training years ago that I kept
in the back of my head.
This year's Ikebana International Denver Chapter's exhibit is: "The Element of Metal in Ikebana". While preparing for my
last demonstration at FestPac, I found a discarded clothes dryer vent/duct. I opened it up and found how flexible it could be
used for displaying two flower arrangements in one container! That was one of the final arrangements I did for FestPac.
Needless to say, that has influenced what I will be doing for the exhibit November
19th & 20th.
My Jamaica visit at the end of August through
early October involved gifting floral arrangements
for a fundraiser and a special gift for a dear
Jamaican family. Both arrangements were made
in a heavy weighted Venetian glass container
utilizing tropical materials found in the "bush". A
planned workshop at a seaside inn unfortunately
was cancelled due to the impending wrath of
Hurricane Matthew. However, Matthew did not do
any harm to the island other than some heavy rain
and flooding in some areas.
Life is good and Sangetsu is a part of that for sure!

Paradise on Earth Day

Lorna McMurray

On June 15th, Paradise on Earth Day, there was the annual Sangetsu Exhibit at Light Seed in Helena, MT. There were
about a half-dozen arrangements--and there were only twelve guests who stopped by to admire, and to sample the
refreshments--but it was a small prototype of paradise in Big Sky Country!

